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Abstract—We describe a general attack on proof-of-stake
(PoS) blockchains without checkpointing. Our attack leverages
transaction fees, the ability to treat transactions “out of context,”
and the standard longest chain rule to completely dominate a
blockchain. The attack grows in power with the number of honest
transactions and the stake held by the adversary, and can be
launched by an adversary controlling any constant fraction of
the stake.
With the present statistical profile of blockchain protocols,
the attack can be launched given a few years of prior blockchain
operation; hence it is within the realm of feasibility for PoS protocols. Most importantly, it demonstrates how closely transaction
fees and rewards are coupled with the security properties of
PoS protocols. More broadly, our attack must be reflected and
countered in any future PoS design that avoids checkpointing, as
well as any effort to remove checkpointing from existing protocols.
We describe several mechanisms for protecting against the attack
that include context-sensitivity of transactions and chain density
statistics.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Proof-of-stake (PoS) blockchain protocols were envisioned
as a solution to the immense energy demands of miner nodes
in proof-of-work (PoW) based blockchain systems. PoS was
proposed in discussions in the bitcoin forum1 and adopts the
principle that the right to produce a new blockchain block
should be awarded to a stakeholder with probability proportional
to their current stake, as documented by the blockchain itself.
Conceivably, such a blockchain discipline could yield desirable
ledger properties without consuming significant real-world
resources: no substantial energy expenditure would have to
be invested to run the protocol. Such protocols would naturally
replace the assumption of an honest majority of hashing power
with the assumption of an honest majority of stake in the
system. While the potential virtues of such PoS protocols are
substantial, it was argued early on that the design of such
schemes could be particularly challenging (see, e.g., [BGM14])
or perhaps even infeasible (see, e.g., [Poe14]).
One particularly critical threat in the PoS setting was
documented by Buterin [But14] who referred to it as the
problem of “long-range attacks” (also related to the concept of
“costless-simulation” in, e.g., [Poe15]). This refers to the ability
of a minority set of stakeholders to execute the blockchain
protocol starting from the genesis block (or any sufficiently
old state) and produce a valid alternative history of the system.
Confronted with such alternative history and no other outside
1 See e.g., the post by user QuantumMechanic https://bitcointalk.org/index.
php?topic=27787.0 and the ensuing discussion in 2011.

information beyond the genesis block, a freshly joining node
would have no ability to reliably distinguish between this
alternate history and the actual history. It follows that with
such an attack a minority set of stakeholders could doublespend or erase past transactions, violating the fundamental
persistence property of the resulting ledger. In the same blog
post [But14], however, a glimmer of hope was also provided: it
was observed that the blockchains produced by such a minority
set of stakeholders may have characteristics that could be used
to distinguish them from the actual blockchain maintained by
the honest majority. In particular, if timestamps are included
in each block, it would be the case that a simple simulation of
the protocol by a minority set of stakeholders would result in
a blockchain that is more sparse in the time domain and, as
a result, a longest chain rule at any particular moment would
favor the blockchain produced by the honest parties.
A number of PoS protocols were proposed and implemented,
e.g., the PPCoin [KN12] and NXT cryptocurrencies [Com14].
Recent efforts have additionally begun to rigorously analyze
security in the PoS setting, leading to protocols with formal
guarantees such as Algorand [Mic16], Ouroboros [KRDO17],
Snow White [BPS16], and Ouroboros Praos [DGKR17]. For
the sake of the upcoming exposition, it will be useful to split
these protocols into two classes:2
1) Eventual-consensus protocols that apply some form of
a longest-chain rule to the blockchain. In this setting
the immutability of a block increases gradually with the
number of blocks created on top of it.
2) Blockwise-BA protocols that achieve the immutability of
every single block via a full execution of a Byzantine
Agreement (BA) protocol before moving on to production
of any subsequent block.
Of the above-listed PoS protocols, Algorand is a blockwiseBA protocol, while all the other protocols aim for eventual
consensus. Looking ahead, our investigation proves relevant for
the design of eventual-consensus PoS protocols; we mention
Algorand here for the sake of comparison.
All of these protocols had to confront the problem of longrange attacks, which was eventually understood to be even more
serious than originally thought. The additional complication—
aptly named “posterior corruption” in [BPS16]—observes that
simply examining time stamps will not be sufficient for dealing
with long-range attacks. In fact, an attacker can attempt to
2 Note that we include only PoS protocols for which a a sufficiently detailed
whitepaper exists, cf. Fig. 2.

corrupt the secret keys corresponding to accounts that possessed
substantial stake at some past moment in the history of the
system. Assuming that such accounts have small (or even zero)
stake at the present time, they are highly susceptible to bribery
(or simple carelessness) which would expose their secret keys
to an attacker. Armed with such a set of (currently low-stake)
keys, the attacker can mount the long-range attack and in this
case the density of the resulting blockchain in the time domain
could be indistinguishable from the honestly generated public
blockchain.
To address the posterior corruption and other long range
attacks, a number of mitigating approaches have been employed
(sometimes in conjunction) and can be organised into three
types:
(i) Introduce some type of frequent checkpointing mechanism,
that enables nodes to be introduced to the system by
providing them a relatively recent block.
(ii) Employ key-evolving cryptography [Fra06] that calls for
users to evolve their secret keys so that past signatures
cannot be forged, even when a complete exposure of their
current secret state takes place.
(iii) Enforce strict chain density statistics, where the expected
number of participating players at any step of the protocol
is known; thus alternative protocol execution histories
that exhibit significantly smaller participation can be
immediately dismissed as adversarial.
Out of the above-mentioned PoS schemes, all eventualconsensus protocols (i.e., NXT, PPCoin, Ouroboros, Snow
White, and Ouroboros Praos) employ the first mitigation
strategy and assume some form of checkpointing. Ouroboros
Praos employs the first and the second approach (key-evolving
signatures) to additionally handle adaptive corruptions, while
Algorand adopts the second and the third approach (strict chain
density statistics) to the same end.
It is worth appreciating the distinction between these
methods to address posterior corruption and long range attacks.
Checkpointing neutralizes the problem entirely by enabling
nodes to ignore alternative chains that are not consistent with
the most recent checkpoint known to the node. However, this
comes with a significant model restriction: for any type of
checkpointing to work, nodes must either be frequently online
(so they adopt a recent checkpoint block they have received
from the network as active participants) or receive reliable
(trusted) information when (re)introduced to the system after
a long period of being offline (or when they first join). This
amounts to an additional trust assumption necessary for secure
operation of the system, and as such is clearly undesirable
in a decentralized, permissionless setting. Similarly, enforcing
strict chain density statistics requires reliably estimating the
number of participants at any stage of the protocol and is also
model-restricting: the protocol will not be able to operate in
an environment permitting an arbitrary number of parties to
be invoked for execution. On the other hand, key evolving
cryptography is a more algorithmic mitigation that comes with
a minimal requirement on the model: nodes should merely have
the ability to erase private state. Algorithmic mitigations seem
clearly preferable to model-restricting ones whenever available.
It is important to observe that key-evolving cryptography,
the only algorithmic mitigation listed above, focuses specifically

on the issue of posterior corruption; in particular, it is unclear if
key evolution can thwart all possible long-range attacks. Thus,
our work is motivated by the following question:
Is key-evolving cryptography sufficient to prevent
all possible long-range attacks, and in this way
achieve PoS that does not need to rely on any modelrestricting mitigations?
A. Our Results
We answer the above question in the negative by introducing
a new class of long-range attacks against eventual-consensus
PoS protocols, called stake-bleeding attacks. Stake-bleeding
is an effective strategy for mounting a long-range attack
that does not rely on posterior corruption; thus it cannot be
prevented by key-evolving cryptographic techniques. The only
requirement for the attack is that the underlying blockchain
protocol allows transaction fees to be used as rewards for
running the protocol, a standard feature in blockchain protocols
to incentivize participation in ledger maintenance.
The idea of the attack is as follows: an attacking stakeholder
minority coalition launches a long-range attack that at the same
time includes all transactions that have been posted in the
honestly maintained public blockchain. Given that the fees from
the transactions will be used to reward the ones that produce
the blocks in some way, a large number of the transaction
fees in the private attacker blockchain will be collected by the
malicious coalition (fees originating from accounts that do not
exist in the private chain would have to be forfeited). Assuming
the blockchain system has run for a substantial period of time,
it is conceivable that the accrued transaction fees will turn
the attacking minority coalition into a majority that will be
able to advance the private blockchain at a speed faster than
the honestly maintained public blockchain. Due to the costless
simulation nature of the long-range attack it would be possible
to mount a stake-bleeding attack from an arbitrary point in
the past (assuming checkpointing is either not used or extends
sufficiently back into the past) and thus the attacking coalition
could rewrite the history of transactions.
We prove that the theoretical bound that the attacker would
have to go back in the history of the PoS system to launch
the attack is ≈ (2 − 4αA )/f where αA denotes the relative
stake of the minority coalition and f is the relative fees that
are made available per unit of time.
Using the Bitcoin blockchain as a basis for a feasibility
evaluation,3 on November 3th, 2017 the 1-day average of transaction fees per block was 2.28BTC.4 The BTC in circulation
on this same day are about 16.66 million,5 giving a relative
fee rate of 1.36 · 10−7 . It follows that, at the current rate, a
hypothetical PoS blockchain with the same fee–currency profile
as bitcoin would be of theoretical interest only. Nevertheless,
with a 20-fold increase in total transaction fees per unit of
3 Note that this is just for the sake of example as the Bitcoin blockchain is
immune to long-range attacks. The point to consider is a hypothetical PoSbased blockchain that has the same statistical characteristics as the Bitcoin
blockchain.
4 https://www.smartbit.com.au/charts/transaction-fees-per-block
5 https://blockchain.info/charts/total-bitcoins
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Fig. 1: Years of blockchain history needed to launch a stakebleeding attack assuming a minimum relative transaction fee
volume of 2.73 · 10−7 per minute (a 20-fold increase based on
recent (3rd of November 2017) values drawn from the Bitcoin
blockchain) in a hypothetical PoS blockchain.

time6 a stake bleeding attack would be feasible, requiring less
than 6 years worth of history for a 30% attacker, cf. Figure 1.
In particular, this indicates that stake-bleeding attacks must be a
design consideration in the general threat model for long-lived
PoS blockchain systems.
We then consider possible mitigation strategies for stake
bleeding attacks. First, one can observe that stake bleeding
attacks would result in a private blockchain that initially exhibits
a sparse block density in the time-domain that gradually
increases. This may be atypical for honestly maintained
blockchains and could be used as part of the chain selection
rule. Nevertheless, a different mitigation that is much simpler
to implement is to introduce context in each transaction: a
context-sensitive transaction is a transaction that includes
the hash of the blockchain at some recent prior point. It is
easy to see that such transactions cannot be transferred to
an alternative blockchain that is privately maintained by a
malicious set of stakeholders. We note that this mitigation has
been considered before for a different purpose; see [Lar13]
where it was employed to prevent an attacker to transfer “coinage-destroyed” to a secretly maintained blockchain.
To conclude we illustrate a systematized presentation of
long-range attacks, their requirements and the way they can
be mitigated in Figure 2. We observe that stake bleeding
attacks would adversely affect all currently proposed eventualconsensus PoS protocols if the checkpointing mechanism
was removed. Therefore, it has to be taken into account in
any future effort to remove the undesirable checkpointing
mechanism from these protocols, as well as when designing
new eventual-consensus PoS protocols that do not rely on
checkpointing. Introducing context-sensitivity in transactions
is a simple “algorithmic” mitigation mechanism that can thus
be added to the design arsenal of PoS blockchain protocols in
order to relax model assumptions such as negligible transaction
fees or frequent checkpointing.
II.

P RELIMINARIES

A. The Computational Model
The stake-bleeding attack can be launched even in a
generous computational model that affords many advantages
6 Note that this does not necessarily mean that the fee per transaction need
to increase; it would be sufficient for the blockchain system to process a
larger number of transactions per unit of time. Actually a 20-fold increase
(from 1MB to 20MB) was among various proposals that were vigorously
debated in the period 2015-16, ultimately leading to a hard fork for the Bitcoin
blockchain. For the original rationale behind the 20-fold increase see http:
//gavintech.blogspot.co.uk/2015/01/twenty-megabytes-testing-results.html.

to the blockchain protocol:
• The adversary requires no control over message delivery: the attack can be launched in a fully synchronous
communication and computation environment, with all
messages—including those generated by the adversary—
delivered by reliable broadcast.
• The adversary requires no dynamic corruptions: the attack
can be launched by a fixed collection of adversarial parties
determined at the beginning of the execution.
• The adversary requires no introduction of new parties or
deactivation of honest parties: the attack can be launched
with a static population of fully participating parties.
Below, we outline a simple, strong computational model
reflecting the features mentioned above. The model is obtained
by suitably strengthening the framework from [KRDO17],
and is sufficient to support our attack. We emphasize that
adopting such a strong model only broadens the applicability
and strength of the attack, which can be launched in typical
blockchain models that provide the adversary significantly more
power [GKL15], [PSS17], [BPS16], [DGKR17].
a) Time, slots, and synchrony: We consider a setting
where time is unambiguously divided into discrete units called
slots; participating parties are equipped with synchronized
clocks that indicate the current slot. The model additionally
permits reliable, synchronous broadcast: each party may broadcast, at the beginning of each time slot, a message which is
then reliably delivered to all other parties by the end of the
slot.
b) Adversarial corruption: The model involves a fixed
collection of participating parties U. An adversary A in our
model is associated with a fixed subset of adversarial parties.
We overload the symbol A to denote the subset of adversarial
parties; the set of honest parties is denoted H. Honest parties
are active at all times, receiving all messages sent by the
other parties, and follow the protocol under consideration. The
adversary is activated in each slot, and may arbitrarily direct
the behavior of adversarial parties. Note that messages sent by
adversarial parties are subject to the broadcast constraint—they
are synchronously delivered to all honest parties.
c) The INIT functionality; initial stake and transactions;
the environment: The model is associated with an (idealized)
initialization functionality INIT. The INIT functionality is
parameterized by an initial stake distribution. This is an
assignment of nonnegative numbers to the players which
we write as S0 = (U1 , s1 ), . . . , (Un , sn ) . The functionality
INITS0 operates as follows:
• Prior to any computation of the parties, the functionality
determines, for each party U ∈ U, a pair of public and
private keys (pkU , skU ).
• During the protocol, the functionality responds to a
message from the user U of the form key with skU , the
secret key skU of the user U .
• During the protocol, the functionality responds to any
message of the form genesis block with the “genesis
block” B0 consisting of the initial stake distribution and
the public keys associated with the users.
The model introduces a further entity: the environment Z. In
our setting, the environment is merely responsible for generating

Fig. 2: Overview of long-range attacks, the associated attack requirements, possible mitigations and our results. The term “pure
longest chain rule” refers to a chain selection rule that considers the length of the blockchain as the sole criterion. A mitigation is
classified as algorithmic if it prevents the attack by hardening the protocol without weakening the model; it is model-restricting if
it strengthens the model assumptions so as to put the attack outside of the model or to otherwise restrict the execution environment
in a significant way that is incongruent with the intended operational setting of decentralised blockchain protocols such as Bitcoin.
Note that Algorand is a blockwise-BA protocol, the other depicted protocols are of the eventual-consensus type. We include all
PoS protocols for which a sufficiently detailed whitepaper exists (specifically, PPCoin [KN12], NXT [Com14], Algorand [Mic16],
Ouroboros [KRDO17], Snow White [BPS16], and Ouroboros Praos [DGKR17]). Others such as Casper and Bitshares are not
sufficiently well documented to include in the comparison.∗
∗ Specifically, the description of Casper [BG17] merely provides a “finality” layer on top of a non-specified PoS system; regarding Bitshares [SL15], the
whitepaper for distributed consensus to be found in http://docs.bitshares.org/bitshares/papers/index.html is not available (Checked
March 4th, 2018)

transactions, which are provided as inputs to the parties. In
particular, in each round of the protocol, the environment may
provide each party with a collection of transactions; these have
the form (U, U 0 , s) which calls for the transfer of s stake from
party U to party U 0 . (For our attack, it suffices to consider an
environment as simply a fixed schedule of transactions delivered
to the parties. Note that a typical blockchain security model
would imbue the environment with significant further powers:
an information channel to the adversary, adaptive choice of
transactions, scheduling of message deliveries, etc.)
Finally, given an initialization functionality INITS0 and an
environment Z, an execution of a protocol consists of the
genesis block B0 , the secret keys of the parties, the sequence
of transactions delivered to the players by the environment, and
the entire sequence of messages broadcast by the players.
B. Blockchains, Ledgers and Proof-of-stake Protocols
a) Transaction ledger properties: A blockchain is a data
structure which associates with each time slot (at most) one
block. Individual blocks consist of a collection of transactions,

in addition to protocol-specific metadata. In the context of the
model described above, we assume that the genesis block
B0 appears as a default initial block in any blockchain,
associated with time 0. A chain also immediately induces
a stake distribution, SC , given by applying the transactions in
the chain to the stake distribution of the genesis block. For a
blockchain C, we let Cb` denote the prefix of C obtained by
removing the last ` blocks.
Intuitively, a blockchain protocol Π permits a collection
of parties to collectively maintain a common ledger. We will
focus on protocols that, in fact, maintain an individual ledger
for each party (at each point of time); the notion of a common
ledger is guaranteed by appropriate persistence and liveness
properties of the protocol Π:
Persistence. Once a node of the system proclaims a certain
transaction tx as stable, the remaining honest nodes, if
queried, will either report tx in the same position in the
ledger or will not report as stable any transaction in conflict
to tx. Here the notion of stability is a predicate that is
parameterized by a security parameter k; specifically, a

transaction is declared stable (by a party with chain C) if
and only if it appears in Cbk .
Liveness. If all honest nodes in the system attempt to include
a certain transaction, then after the passing of time corresponding to u slots (called the transaction confirmation
time), all nodes, if queried and responding honestly, will
report the transaction as stable.

rewardsΠ (C, i) denotes the total amount of coins that were
created by the protocol Π and given to the party creating
the block in the blockchain C in slot i.
transfersX →Y (C, i) denotes the total amount transferred from
parties in X to parties in Y on the blockchain C in slot i.

Intuitively speaking, a secure blockchain protocol Π guarantees that these properties are possessed by the ledgers (recorded
in the blockchains) held by the honest parties, under appropriate
constraints on the adversary A.

A. Attack Description

b) Chain selection rules; the longest chain rule: We
focus our attention on protocols defined by a chain selection
rule: Each step of the protocol calls for certain players to
broadcast a blockchain; players then apply a selection rule
which may result in replacing their local chain with one of
the broadcast chains. We focus on the “longest chain rule”:
broadcast blockchains are checked for validity—a protocoldependent property—following which the longest valid chain,
including the one held by the player, is adopted. (Length is
simply the number of blocks; for concreteness, we assume ties
are broken lexicographically.)
c) Proof-of-stake protocols: We focus on ledgers that are
maintained via a proof-of-stake protocol Π, which confers the
right to extend a chain to a party U with probability proportional
to the party’s stake in (a prefix of) the chain.
Stake-proportional growth. The probability of a party being
allowed to extend a given chain C (an event denoted
as ExtendOpportunityΠ ) is proportional to the stake
under control of this party according to SCb` , the stake
distribution induced from Cb` . Here ` is a protocol-specific
parameter typically related to the security parameter k
discussed above.
We are intentionally vague about the details of the probability space in the description above, as this depends on the
details of the underlying proof-of-stake protocol. Additionally,
we ignore the issue of “persistence depth” in Theorem 1 below,
simply setting ` = 0. Accounting for this would change the
conclusion by an additive ` factor.
d) Relative stake and honest majority: As a matter of
notation, for a set of parties X and a stake distribution S,
we denote by S(X ) the stake held by the parties in X . At a
particular moment in the execution of a blockchain protocol
(often understood from the context), we let αX ∈ [0, 1] denote
the relative stake of the parties in X . Specifically, this is the
quantity SC (X )/SC (U) where C is the chain held by the honest
users. (Note that due to the broadcast assumption, all honest
players hold the same longest valid chain in each slot.) We say
that an execution of Π has an honest majority if αA < 1/2 at
every step of the protocol.
e) Block rewards and transaction fees: Most blockchain
protocols involve some form of block rewards and transaction
fees. To be able to make generic statements about all the
considered protocols, let us introduce the following notation:
feesΠ (E, i) denotes the total fees (as a fraction of total stake)
of all new transactions that were created by Z in the slot
i of execution E.

III.

T HE S TAKE -B LEEDING ATTACK

We first informally describe how our attack operates in
the context of a generic proof-of-stake blockchain defined
by a protocol Π. To simplify the presentation, we assume
throughout that the attacker controls some moderate proportion
of stake αA < 1/2.
The adversary A simulates the honest protocol Π and
maintains a local copy of the current blockchain (denoted C)
as prescribed by this protocol. Additionally, it also maintains
an alternative blockchain Ĉ that is initially empty and is kept
hidden from honest parties.
The adversary checks in every time slot whether it is allowed
to extend the chain C or Ĉ according to the rules of the
protocol Π. It skips all opportunities to extend C, hence not
contributing to its growth at all. On the other hand, whenever
an opportunity to extend Ĉ arises, A extends Ĉ with a new
block, and inserts into this new block all the transactions from
the honest chain Ĉ that are not yet included in Ĉ and are valid
in the context of Ĉ (or as many of them as allowed by the rules
of Π). This entitles A to receive (on Ĉ) any block-creation
reward and any transaction fees coming from the included
transactions.
As the protocol progresses, with overwhelming probability
both C and Ĉ will be growing, with C growing more quickly.
While the relative stake of A on C will possibly be decreasing
due to the block-creation rewards granted to block creators
in C, its relative stake on the chain Ĉ will be growing both
due to the block rewards and transaction fees. Under some
realistic assumptions on the relative sizes of the transaction fees
and block rewards (that are spelled out in Section III-B), the
adversarial relative stake in Ĉ will eventually exceed the honest
relative stake in C. From this point on, the chain Ĉ grows
faster (in expectation) than the chain C and eventually becomes
longer. If Π uses the plain longest-chain rule that rejects blocks
in the future, A can now easily violate the persistence of the
ledger by publishing Ĉ, which will be adopted by all honest
parties following Π. Moreover, if A adds a transaction to the
end of Ĉ just before publishing it in which it transfers enough
stake to honest parties to no longer control the majority, it will
not violate the “honest majority” assumption as described in
Section II-B.
A more concise description of the adversary that executes
our attack is given in Figure 3. The description uses a generic
ExtendOpportunityΠ (C) predicate that is true whenever A is
allowed to extend a given chain C according to the rules of Π.
Additionally, length(C) denotes the length of the chain C from
the perspective of the adversary.
B. Attack Analysis
The proof-of-stake protocol Π has to satisfy several properties in order to be susceptible to the attack described in

Adversary A
The adversary A maintains its view of the public chain C
according to Π and its own, private chain Ĉ; both initially empty.
A follows Π with the following exceptions:
• Upon ExtendOpportunityΠ (C): Do nothing.
• Upon ExtendOpportunityΠ (Ĉ): Extend Ĉ with a new block
containing all transactions from C that are not yet in Ĉ and
do not compromise the validity of Ĉ according to Π. Keep Ĉ
private.
• Upon length(Ĉ) > length(C): Transfer stake majority in Ĉ
to H. Publish Ĉ according to Π.

Fig. 3: Adversary A against an eventual-consensus proof-ofstake protocol Π.

Section III-A. The main requirements are:
(i) No frequent checkpoints. The protocol Π must operate
according to the longest-chain rule: out of all valid chains
seen by the honest parties, Π prescribes them to adopt the
longest one.
While some deviations from this requirement are possible,
Π must necessarily allow reorganizations long into the
past: if a maximum depth of a reorganization is specified
and small (i.e., an honest party is not allowed by Π to
change its view of the main chain more than several
blocks (or slots) into the past even if there was an
otherwise-preferable candidate chain), then the attack is
not applicable.
(ii) Transaction fees. The protocol Π has to involve transaction fees, or more broadly, any transfers of coins from
transacting parties to the parties maintaining the ledger.
In greater detail, the attack only succeeds if Ĉ eventually
grows faster than C. Since the growth speed of C (resp.
Ĉ) is proportional to the relative stake of honest parties
in C (resp. of the adversary in Ĉ), we need that the latter
eventually exceeds the former.
Observe that the relative stake of the adversary in Ĉ is
increased in every slot i when it creates a block by:
• the reward for this block rewardsΠ (Ĉ, i);
• all transfers from honest to adversarial parties
transfersH→A (Ĉ, i);
• all the fees
i
X
feesΠ (E, j)
j=i0 +1

for all slots j ≤ i that followed after the slot i0
containing the previous block in Ĉ.
On the other hand, the relative stake of the honest parties in
C is increased in every slot when a block is created in C by
rewardsΠ (C, i) (not by any feesΠ , as all fees in C are paid
by honest parties); and decreased by transfersH→A (C, i).
We assume
transfersA→H (C, i) = transfersA→H (Ĉ, i) = 0 .
(iii) Context-oblivious transactions. The valid transactions
produced according to Π need to be oblivious to the

context in which they are to be used within the blockchain:
Π must allow A to take transactions from C and use them
in the different context of Ĉ.
(iv) Validity of low-growth chains. The protocol Π has to
support “sleepy majority” to make sure that the chain Ĉ,
which is being extended only by a minority of stakeholders
(and hence exhibits small chain growth at its beginning),
is still considered valid according to the rules of Π.
In the following theorem, we give an estimate of the number
of slots that are needed to perform our attack, as a function of
the initial adversarial stake αA and the amount of fees that are
created in transactions in each slot. For the sake of simplicity,
we analyze the case 1/3 < αA < 1/2 even though the attack
works for any constant αA > 0 (see the remarks at the end of
the section for the explicit bound).
Theorem 1. Let Π be a proof-of-stake blockchain protocol
with stake-proportional growth satisfying the conditions (i)(iv) above. Consider an execution of the protocol Π with the
adversary A given in Figure 3. Assume that
transfersH→A (C, i) = 0 ,
rewardsΠ (C0 , i) = 0 ,
feesΠ (E, i) ≥ f

and

are satisfied in execution E for both C0 ∈ {C, Ĉ} and all
i > 0. Let 1/3 < αA < 1/2 denote the initial relative stake of
the adversary A. Let T denote the slot in which length(Ĉ) >
length(C) occurs. Then we have
E[T ] ≤

3 − 6αA
f

and T will be tightly concentrated around its expectation.
0

C
Proof: Let αP
[i] for P ∈ {A, H}, C0 ∈ {C, Ĉ}
and i > 0 denote the relative stake of the set of players
P in chain C0 in slot i (recall that A and H denote the
adversary and the honest parties, respectively). Additionally,
let lengthi (C0 ) denote the length of the chain C0 in slot i
from the perspective of the adversary. Then the inequality
E[lengthT (Ĉ)] > E[lengthT (C)] translates (due to the stakeproportional growth assumption) to
T
X
i=1

Ĉ
αA
[i] >

T
X

C
αH
[i] .

(1)

i=1

Since rewardsΠ (C0 , i) = 0 and the fees in C are all paid (and
C
received) by honest parties, we have αH := αH
[i] = 1 − αA
for all i > 0 and hence
T
X

C
αH
[i] = T (1 − αA ) .

i=1

To lower-bound the sum on the left-hand side of (1), define
T1 (respectively T2 ) to be the minimum slot that satisfies
Ĉ
Ĉ
αA
[T1 ] ≥ αH (respectively αA
[T2 ] ≥ 2αH − αA ). Since the
Ĉ
relative stake αA grows by at least f per slot7 (as A includes all
7 We commit a slight imprecision here by neglecting that the actual stake
only grows after the transactions are included in a block, however this has no
noticeable impact on our argument.

transactions from C into Ĉ), we get αA + (T1 − 1)f ≤ 1 − αA
(and similarly for T2 ), which gives us
T1 ≤

1 − 2αA
2 − 4αA
+ 1 and T2 ≤
+1.
f
f

Ĉ
[i] can be
Note now that αA

αA
Ĉ
αA
[i] ≤ 1 − αA

2 − 3αA

(2)

lower-bounded by
for i < T1 ,
for T1 ≤ i < T2 ,
for i ≥ T2 .

Therefore, (1) will be satisfied for any T that satisfies
αA (T1 − 1) + (1 − αA )(T2 − T1 )
+ (2 − 3αA )(T − T2 + 1) > (1 − αA )T . (3)
Using (2) and solving for T gives us the desired bound.
The concentration follows from the fact that the length of
both C and Ĉ at some slot i are determined by a sum of
independent random variables for each slot 1 ≤ j ≤ i.
We note that we weakened the statement of Theorem 1 in
several ways in order to simplify the presentation of its proof.
First, we focus on 1/3 < αA < 1/2 as otherwise the event
defining T2 would never occur. Nonetheless, it is easy to see
that while our attack benefits from higher (sub-50%) initial
adversarial stake, it can be performed also with αA < 1/3 with
a slightly modified analysis.
Second, Theorem 1 assumes zero block rewards and
transfers from H to A. However, recall that transfersH→A (C, i)
are completely controlled by the environment, subject only to
the restrictions described in Section II-A. (This is to capture
that the security of the blockchain protocol does not rely on
any particular assumption regarding the transactions that are to
be stored in the ledger; rather it must operate securely for any
such sequence of transactions.) Hence, for any rewardsΠ (C, i),
a situation where the same analysis applies can be simply
achieved by setting transfersH→A (C, i) so that the honest
stake ratio in C remains constant (as the adversarial stake
ratio in Ĉ will keep increasing). On the other hand, non-zero
rewardsΠ (Ĉ, i) only make the attack succeed faster.
Finally, observe that we are quite pessimistic in the analysis,
Ĉ
lower-bounding the values αA
[i] as if they were not changing
except in the slots T1 and T2 . By a more careful accounting
one can obtain a better bound T ≈ (2 − 4αA )/f .
C. Implications for Existing PoS Protocols
We now summarize to what extent are the preconditions
described in Section III-B satisfied by various PoS protocols,
both those coming from academic literature and real-world
deployments, implying that stake-bleeding would be a consideration for them. We focus primarily on eventual consensus
protocols, nevertheless we make a note on the applicability of
our attack concept to the blockwise-BA setting.8 All of the
eventual consensus protocols employ some form of checkpointing, presumably to prevent posterior corruption attacks; this
8 Note

that we include only PoS protocols for which a a sufficiently detailed
whitepaper exists, cf. Fig.2.

general countermeasure prevents the stake bleeding attack (and
any other long-range attack) as well in a trivial (and modelrestricting) manner. Interestingly, if we remove checkpointing,
all of the considered eventual consensus constructions would be
susceptible to our attack, as they all satisfy the conditions (ii)(iv) from Section III-B: they admit transaction fees, their
transactions are context-oblivious, and low-growth chains are
considered valid. In more detail we have the following.
NXT and PPCoin. The NXT protocol only allows to reorganize the last 720 blocks, hence forming a so-called moving
checkpoint and violating condition (i) from Section III-B.
A similar checkpointing mechanism is employed in PPCoin
[KN12].
Snow White. The Snow White protocol [BPS16] also uses
moving checkpoints to prevent the posterior corruption
attack, and would also be susceptible to the stake bleeding
attack without it.
Ouroboros [KRDO17] uses moving checkpoints as a part
of its maxvalid chain-selection rule, neutralizing longrange attacks. Without checkpointing, Ouroboros would be
susceptible to both posterior-corruption and stake-bleeding
attacks, as it does not employ key-evolving cryptography.
Ouroboros Praos [DGKR17] uses the same maxvalid chainselection rule as Ouroboros, imposing moving checkpoints.
Without this countermeasure, Ouroboros Praos would still
neutralize posterior corruption attacks thanks to its use
of key-evolving signatures for signing blocks; however, it
would be susceptible to our stake bleeding attack.
Algorand [Mic16], as already discussed, is not an eventualconsensus protocol, but rather follows the blockwise-BA
approach. Nonetheless, one can consider the applicability
of the core idea of the stake bleeding attack to Algorand,
aiming for creating an alternative sequence of blocks and
exploiting stake bleeding to gain temporary majority of
stake there. However, in the case of Algorand this attack is
prevented by requiring a sufficient fraction of stakeholders
to certify the outcome of each BA, which can be seen
as violating the requirement (iv) in Section III-B. In fact,
Algorand enforces a strict participation rule and hence
it can always find the correct protocol execution, in a
model-restricting fashion.
As already indicated, the above results imply that any
attempt to remove model-restricting assumptions from these
protocols needs to put into play, at minimum, some countermeasure against the stake bleeding attack. We discuss these in
the final section.
IV.

M ITIGATIONS

A natural way to remedy our attack is to modify the
protocol Π to violate at least one of the requirements given in
Section III-B. Doing this for requirements (i) or (ii) would lead
to the trust assumption of a checkpointing service or to another
model-restricting limitation bounding the transaction fees
throughout the protocol execution to insignificant amounts. We
hence rather focus on two alternative, algorithmic mitigations,
aiming to violate the requirements (iii) and (iv).
a) Minimum Chain Density in the Time-Domain: A
first observation that can be used to mitigate a stake bleeding
attack is that a blockchain that is produced by the attack

of Section III-A has a period over which the density of the
blockchain is rather sparse. We clarify the concept of density
next: in all PoS protocols, it is allowed that some of the parties
may not be online all the time (despite the fact that they are
elected to participate in the protocol). The absence of their
participation is something that can be detected by observing the
blockchain. For instance, in the case of Ouroboros [KRDO17],
there will be a number of “slots” that are left empty without a
corresponding block; analogous observable quantities exist in
the other protocols as well. This allows the protocol to detect
and weed out blockchains with this deficiency that distinguishes
them from the correct blockchain produced by honest parties.
We do not pursue this direction further here.
b) Context Sensitive Transactions: A fundamental
feature of a stake bleeding attack is taking a transaction “out
of context” so to speak, i.e., copying it from the honestly
maintained blockchain to the private blockchain maintained
by the attacker. A very simple and effective way to prevent
this from happening is to include “context”, i.e., the hash
of a recent block, into each transaction. This idea has been
discussed in the PoS setting at least as early as Larimer’s
work in [Lar13] (see also [Lar18]) who introduced it to ensure
that an attacker’s secret chain cannot take advantage of honest
parties’ transactions to increase the total “coin-age“ value of
the secret-chain they maintain (as “coin-age-destroyed” was a
suggested mechanism for PoS that was proposed there). Here
we use it for a different objective: to prevent transaction fees to
“bleed” to the malicious parties over a period of time in a private
chain. Using context sensitivity, the validity of a transaction
would require the presence of that hash in the blockchain.
This would only allow adversarially generated transactions to
be transferable to the private blockchain, hence completely
neutralizing the attack (as there would be no “bleeding” of
honest stake anymore in the private blockchain). We remark that
a seemingly similar mitigation has been proposed in [BPS16],
Section 2.2.2, to resolve a different issue where an attacker
attempts to fork the blockchain in order to collect transaction
fees that have been issued in the last few blocks produced by
the honest participants. The mitigation suggested requires the
transaction to include a recent block index and is insufficient to
protect against stake-bleeding. In contrast, context-sensitivity
as defined in this section requires the transaction to include the
hash of a recent block.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new class of long-range attacks, called
stake-bleeding attacks, that are applicable to all investigated
eventual-consensus PoS protocols when operated without any
model-restricting assumptions. A stake-bleeding attack would
require years of blockchain history to be successful given
the current statistical profile of cryptocurrencies and hence
they are not of immediate concern. Nevertheless, they point
to an important design consideration from the cryptographic
perspective. They show how it is possible to mount a longrange attack without relying on posterior corruptions, in fact
without exploiting adaptivity of corruptions whatsoever. From
this it is also easily inferred that key-evolving cryptography by
itself is not a sufficient mitigation for long-range attacks and
it is important to investigate additional algorithmic mitigations
that thwart long rage attacks in trustless, permissionless

environments without the resorting to checkpointing or other
model-restricting assumptions.
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